S1 Appendix: Prospective Analysis Plan (27th November 2015)

The association between house quality and malaria in sub-Saharan Africa: a multi-country analysis

Background
While long-lasting insecticide-treated nets (LLINs) and indoor residual spraying (IRS) have contributed to a 30% decline in malaria incidence in sub-Saharan Africa (SSA) since 2000,¹ house improvements show considerable potential to support sustainable intervention.³ Though long neglected in malaria control, recent studies indicate that modern, well-built housing can protect residents in many tropical countries by reducing house entry by mosquito vectors.⁴ ⁵ Beneficial features include closed eaves (the gap between the top of the wall and the roof), tiled or metal roofs instead of thatch, and door and window screening.⁵ ⁶ Furthermore, rapid economic growth in SSA today presents a unique opportunity to improve the built environment to reduce malaria transmission.⁸ ⁹ the population of SSA is projected to double between 2010 and 2040 to nearly two billion, with 144 million new houses needed by 2030 in rural areas alone.⁹ Yet despite the potential contribution of house improvements to malaria control, we lack data to guide research and policy decisions.¹⁰ Studies have examined the household-level association between specific house features and entomological and epidemiological malaria outcomes in individual African settings.⁴ ⁵ ¹¹ ¹² However, to date only one published randomised control trial has evaluated a housing intervention against malaria.⁶ Indeed, a recent systematic review of housing and malaria highlighted the paucity of well-conducted studies, the high risk of bias within and across studies and the lack of data from many geographical regions.⁵

In this study we will conduct the first multi-country analysis of the relationship between house quality and malaria. Specifically, we will exploit routinely collected household surveys to test the hypothesis that modern housing is associated with a lower odds of malaria infection in children across SSA, compared to traditional housing. In doing so, this study will address a critical need to evaluate the association between housing and malaria across SSA and to elucidate how this relationship varies across local building styles and materials, urbanicity, transmission intensity and intervention coverage.

Analysis plan

Data source: We will extract data from the Demographic and Health Surveys (DHS) and Malaria Indicator Surveys (MIS).¹⁴ ¹⁵ The DHS and MIS typically collect health and sociodemographic data every five years and select households using a two-stage random cluster sampling strategy. We will include in our analysis all DHS and MIS conducted in SSA that collected data on malaria infection in children, measured by rapid diagnostic test (RDT) or microscopy, as well as house construction materials and all covariates included in the analyses.

Malaria infection: Malaria infection in children aged ≤5 years was determined in surveys using a rapid diagnostic test (RDT) and/or microscopy using thick or thin blood smears.

Housing quality: Houses will be classified as traditional (built of rudimentary materials) or modern (built of non-rudimentary materials). In SSA we will consider rudimentary building materials to be earth, sand or dung floors; cane, palm leaves or sod roofs; and cane, palm, trunks, brush or mud walls, except in areas of exceptionally high rainfall such as Equatorial Guinea, where concrete may instead be a rudimentary wall material.¹³ ¹⁴ We will use floor material alone to classify houses where surveys do not include roof and wall material.

ITN use: We will consider ITNs to be (i) LLINs that were ≤3 years old at the time of survey or (ii) conventional ITNs that were ≤1 year old or were retreated within the year before the survey.
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Household wealth: DHS/MIS survey datasets divide households into wealth quintiles using wealth index scores that are calculated by entering a range of variables into a factor analysis. These variables vary between surveys but typically include durable asset ownership, access to utilities and infrastructure (e.g. sanitation facilities) and housing characteristics. However, the inclusion of housing characteristics in the wealth index may underestimate the association between housing quality and malaria infection, when controlling for household wealth. For each country, we will therefore replicate standard DHS methods to re-construct country wealth indices,\textsuperscript{14} excluding housing characteristics. We will also create wealth tertiles instead of quintiles to reduce the number of parameters to be modelled.

Association between housing quality and malaria infection: We will follow a similar approach to a previous evaluation of LLINs to evaluate the association between house type and malaria.\textsuperscript{15} For each survey, we will model the association between house type and the odds of malaria infection in children aged <5 years using conditional logistic regression, adjusting for (i) child's age (<2 years, 2 to <5 years), (ii) LLIN use, (iii) IRS in the past 12 months and (iv) household wealth. The conditional logistic model will match on PSU and hence the analysis will be "within PSU" to control for variation in transmission intensity, urban/rural status and survey timing between PSUs.

Individual survey odds ratios will be combined to determine a pooled odds ratio (OR) across all surveys using random-effects. Survey and pooled ORs will be displayed in a forest plot. We will use meta-regression to assess effect modification by LLIN use and IRS coverage.
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